













Long time resident and past holder of the Boston Post Cane,
Hellen Hayes, in front of the newly constructed Veterans' Me-
morial in Railroad Park. The memorial was only possible as a
result of the combined efforts and generous support of Arthur's
Memorials, the Veterans' Memorial Committee, its President Cla-
rence "Bert" George, S.D. Szetela, Inc. and William Whittum, who
created a lasting and beautiful monument honoring Bartlett's
citizens' service to their country.
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This year's Town Report is dedicated to the memory of Hellen
Hayes who, at the time of her passing, was the holder of Bartlett's
Boston Post Cane, symbolic of being Bartlett's oldest citizen.
Hellen was a long time election worker for the Town and the
originator of the Annual Bartlett Fourth of July Parade.
This dedication in the Town Report will serve as a permanent
record of Hellen's love for Bartlett and her dedication in helping its
citizens and especially the elderly.
SPECIAL RECOGNITION
to CLARENCE "BERT" GEORGE, STAN SZETELA, BILLY
WHITTUM, and all of the folks involved in the BARTLETT
HONOR ROLL project by creating a lasting and beautiful
monument honoring Bartlett's citizens service to their country.
to KAREN PELLEGRINO EASTMAN for her years of service
as a member of the Bartlett Planning Board.
to KATHLEEN SULLIVAN HEAD for her years of dedicated
service as a Library Trustee and organizer of Bartlett's his-
torical collection.
to LETITIA HOWARD for her many hours of service as a
Supervisor of the Voter Checklist.
to the memory of JOHN "ED" PARKER, SR., past constable
for the Town of Bartlett and long time Fire Chief of the Glen
Fire Department.
to the memory of NEWTON HOWARD, holder of Bartlett's
Boston Post Cane, symbolic of its oldest citizen, and long term
officer of the Bartlett Village Water Precinct.
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APPOINTMENTS
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Philip Lawson
Lynn R. Roberts
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LOWER BARTLETT WATER PRECINCT
James P. McGonigle Term expires 1993
Thomas M. Caughey Term expires 1994
Maurice Henry Allan Term expires 1995







Town of Bartlett, NH
1993 TOWN MEETING WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Bartlett, New Hampshire in the
County of Carroll in said State, qualified to vote in the Town
affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet in the Town Hall in said Bartlett
on Tuesday the ninth day of March 1993 at nine o'clock in the
forenoon to act upon the following subjects hereinafter set forth.
The voting on Articles 1 through 6 will be by official ballot at the
Town Hall and the polls shall open for balloting at nine o'clock in
the forenoon and shall not close before seven o'clock in the evening.
The following articles in the warrant will be acted upon on
Thursday, March 11, 1993 at six thirty o'clock in the evening at the
Josiah Bartlett Elementary School in Bartlett Village.
ARTICLE 1 . To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing
year.
ARTICLE 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett Zoning
Ordinance as follows: Change ARTICLE IV - GENERAL PRO-
VISIONS - SECTION O. FIRE PROTECTION - change the word
"firefighting" to "fire suppression". (Planning Board favors)
ARTICLE 3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett Zoning
Ordinance as follows: Change ARTICLE VIII - DENSITY to delete
"In the TCD, TID, and TRDB" and replace with "In ALL districts".
(Planning Board favors)
ARTICLE 4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett Zoning
Ordinance as follows: Change ARTICLE IX - GREEN AREAS to
clarify the permitted activity in the designated green areas, clarify
the type and area of green area, and the procedures for imple-
menting. (Planning Board favors)
ARTICLE 5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett Zoning
Ordinance as follows: Add to ARTICLE XVIII - BOARD OF
ADJUSTMENT - SECTION D. SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS I-r.
Agricultural structures used for horticultural purposes exempted
from the setback requirements. If the horticultural purpose ceases,
the structure must be removed or brought into compliance with the
setback requirements. (Planning Board favors)
ARTICLE 6. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett Zoning
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Ordinance as follows: in ARTICLE XIX DEFINITIONS - delete
definitions for "HOTEL" and "TOURIST HOMES" and change
"TOURIST COURT, CABINS, MOTEL" to read "MOTELS, HO-
TELS, TOURIST COURTS, AND CABINS" with the definition
remaining the same. (Planning Board favors)
ARTICLE 7. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray Town charges for the ensuing year and make appro-
priations of the same. Selectmen favor.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
and Library Trustees to apply for and accept on behalf of the Town
any gifts, legacies, and devises made to the Town in trust for public
purposes as permitted in NH RSA 31:19 and accept and expend
without further action by Town Meeting, money from State,
Federal, and/or other governmental units or private sources in
accordance with NH RSA 31:95-b and 202-A:4-c. Selectmen favor.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
and Town Treasurer to borrow a sum in anticipation of the
collection of taxes for the current municipal year and to issue in the
name of the Town and on the credit of the same, negotiable notes
therefor, to be repaid during the current year from taxes collected
within the current municipal year. Selectmen favor.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to administer or dispose of any real estate acquired by
the Town through Tax Collector's deeds or by any other means.
Subject only to the interest of relatives and heirs, all disposal shall
be by public auction. Selectmen favor.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the
Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund created in 1988. Said funds with
accumulated interest to date of withdrawal to be transferred to the
town general fund (approx. $31,000). Selectmen favor.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to amend the "Town of
Bartlett Ordinance Governing the Design and Construction of
Septic Systems" adopted at the March 14, 1989 Town Meeting as
follows:
Section III - Design of Septic Systems- add these as the last three
sentences: "However, in any non-residential uses in the Town
served by a metered municipal water system, all water usage data
provided by one year of readings in accordance with NH Water
Supply and Pollution Control Commission guidelines may be used
to determine the adequate septic system and use requirements. All
water usage must be metered. All other local. State, and Federal
regulations remain in effect. Any approvals issued under this
system shall be reviewed on a yearly basis to ascertain compliance."
Selectmen favor.
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ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $40,000.00 for town road improvements and recon-
struction. Selectmen favor.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $16,000.00 for the purchase and installation of a waste
oil heater, installation of an exhaust fan, and insulation for the
Town Garage and siding for the salt shed and to authorize the
transfer of up to $16,000.00 of the December 31, 1992 fund balance
(surplus) for this purpose. Selectmen favor.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $22,000.00 to repair and refurbish Town Fire Trucks.
Selectmen favor.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $200.00 for the purpose offunding the Annual Christmas
Tree Lighting Ceremony. Agreeable to a petition signed by Kathlyn
Nealley and others. Patch & Nealley favor/Chandler opposes.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 as its share to participate in the Hazardous
Waste Collection Day along with the Town of Conway. Selectmen
favor.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,834.00 for 1993 membership in the North Country
Council, Inc. Agreeable to a petition sponsored by the Bartlett
Business Association and signed by George L. Howard and others.
Selectmen oppose.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,326.00 for the Visiting Nurse Services of Northern
Carroll County, Inc. Agreeable to a petition signed by Terrie T.
Kroger and others. Selectmen favor.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,410.00 for the Children and Youth Project of the Mt.
Washington Valley. Agreeable to a petition signed by Prudence
Plusch and others. Selectmen favor last year's fund level of $3,350.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $825.00 for support of the Community Action Outreach
Program. Also to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $200.00 for the support of the Big Brother Big Sister
Organization administered also by the Tri-County Community
Action Program. Agreeable to a petition signed by Charles Gothreau
and others. Selectmen favor last year's fund level of $800 for
CAP ^Nealley favors/Patch & Chandler oppose $200 for BBBSO.
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ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $589.00 in support of Carroll County Against Domestic
Violence and Rape's shelter for battered women and children.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Karen Libby and others.
Selectmen favor last year's fund level of $406.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,026.00 to assist the Family Health Centre. Agreeable
to a petition signed by Vicki Varrichione and others. Nealley
favors last year's fund level of $994/Chandler and Patch oppose.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,145.00 for the Early Intervention Program of
Children Unlimited, Inc. (birth to 3 years). Agreeable to a petition
signed by Terrie T. Kroger and others. Nealley favors/Patch &
Chandler oppose.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,340.00 to assist the Carroll County Mental Health
Service. Agreeable to a petition signed by Vicki Varrichione and
others. Selectmen oppose - use of public funds should require salary
disclosure.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $100.00 for the Family Support Program of the Center of
Hope. Agreeable to a petition signed by Maureen Sparti and others.
Selectmen oppose.
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,499.00 for the support of the Gibson Center for Senior
Services. Selectmen favor.
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $300.00 for support of operating expenses of the Eastern
Slope Regional Airport Authority. Agreeable to a petition signed by
Mark Mudgett and others. Selectmen favor.
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to hold or co-hold the
discharge permit or to own the wastewater facility proposed at Mt.
Attitash. Selectmen oppose and Mt. Attitash oppose - this action
needed in order for Mt. Attitash to proceed as a private permit.
ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will vote to accept a deed to an
additional segment of Stanton Farm Road, running from the old
Trecarten farmhouse to the intersection of Table Rock Road
(located in the Stillings's Grant development). This roadway is 66
feet in width and approximately 1,800 feet in length. All con-
struction and surfacing shall be completed to current Town of
Bartlett standards (prior to final acceptance by the Selectmen).
Agreeable to a petition signed by Tony Rocco and others. Selectmen
favor.
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ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to accept a deed to Table
Rock Road (located in the Stillings's Grant development). This
roadway is 66 feet in width and approximately 880 feet in"length.
All construction and surfacing shall be completed to current Town
of Bartlett standards (prior to final acceptance by the Selectmen).
Agreeable to a petition signed by Tony Rocco and others. Selectmen
favor.
ARTICLE 32. To transact any other business which may legally
come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this twelfth day of February in the
year 1993.
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Source of Revenue
TAXES
3120 Land Use Change Taxes
3185 Yield Taxes
3190 Interest & Penalties on
Delinquent Taxes
LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES
3210 Business Licenses and Permits
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
FROM STATE
3351 Shared Revenue
3353 Highway Block Grant
3356 State & Federal Forest Land
Reimbursement
3359 Railroad Tax/State Share
Forest Fires
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
3401 Income from Departments
3409 Other Charges SpArt 40 -
CMA Bridge
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501 Sale of Municipal Property
3502 Interest on Investments
3509 Cable TV Franchise Fee
INTERFUND OPERATING
TRANSFERS FROM
3915 Capital Reserve Fund
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
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TOWN OF BARTLETT
BUDGET DETAIL 1993
(For Informational Purposes Only
This is NOT a line-item budget)
EXPENDITURES
Town of Bartlett, NH 13
4153 LEGAL EXPENSE
Legal Counsel
14 Town of Bartlett, NH
4210 POLICE DEPARTMENT
Town of Bartlett, NH 15
4312 HIGHWAYS
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4613 CONSERVATION/TREEPLANTING
TOTAL 1,000.00 720.00 2,000.00
4711 PRINCIPAL-LONG TERM BONDS/NOTES
TOTAL 30,000.00 30,000.00 60,000.00
4721 INTEREST-LONG TERM BONDS/NOTES
TOTAL 2,000.00 2,025.00 11,000.00
4723 INTEREST-T.A.N./SHORT TERM
TOTAL 45,000.00 42,269.41 35,000.00
TOTAL $955,175.00 $921,926.08 $967,775.00
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The year 1992 has passed and despite a struggling economy, the
town government is withstanding the situation and has seen an
improvement in most financial areas.
Our tax rate was lowered once again through the diligent efforts
of the town and school officials and voters. It may be awhile before
our economy is up to snuff and we must remain vigilant regarding
any costly, unnecessary, or "nice to have" ideas. A significant
number of our citizens are having difficulty paying all or some of
their property taxes and we need to be aware of this when we attend
our town and school meetings.
Each year the town must borrow money to run the town until tax
bills are sent in the fall. These notes are called Tax Anticipation
Notes (TAN's) and are traditionally paid off by late December of
each year. Last year we were unable to pay off one of our TAN's in
December and we had to roll them over into the next year. This year
the town paid off all of its TAN's on time, and in a number of cases
before the deadline, thereby reducing the amount of interest due on
the notes. Since the school's regular expenses plus the debt service
on the building are the town's largest expense, it is imperative to
minimize our borrowing by working closely with the school district
to provide them with only the minimum amount of funds necessary
on a bi-weekly basis. Through cooperation by all concerned, we
have reduced our borrowing to its lowest level possible. The only
way to significantly decrease the cost of borrowing is to move to
semi-annual collection of property taxes, an idea that has consis-
tently been rejected by the voters. However, anyone wishing to
make payments on their property tax bill during the year thereby
reducing the total due in the fall is encouraged to do so by making
payments to the tax collector.
The town was able to increase its surplus from $99,422 in 1991 to
$250,770 in 1992. The Selectmen had built up a healthy surplus
during the good years and have been using the surplus to help
maintain a reasonable tax rate and will continue this practice until
the economy comes around.
Patriot Properties was selected to do the State-ordered revalua-
tion and work is progressing on schedule. We look forward to a
timely schedule of taxpayer hearings that will enable us to send the
tax bills out on schedule in the fall. Your cooperation with the
professionals from Patriot Properties in allowing them access to
your home and supplying them with information is appreciated
and will result in a fair and timely completion of the task.
Even in a slumping economy, the Selectmen's office processed
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140 building permit applications and from this number only 4 were
denied for various reasons, some of which were transferred on to
the Zoning Board of Adjustment for action and approval. The
Selectmen try to work with an applicant to meet all requirements of
the regulations which the voters have charged the Selectmen to
enforce. However, if it isn't possible to meet the setback, for
instance, or the proposed use is not permitted, the Selectmen must
deny the application and advise the applicant on how he can
comply or his remedy of applying to the Zoning Board of Adjust-
ment. During the year, 43 septic designs were reviewed and 33 test
pits were inspected.
In what was a truly difficult decision, the Selectmen will be
recommending salary increases for town employees this year.
While the final determination has not been made by the date of this
report, these increases will be fully explained at Town Meeting and
voters will have their voice in the matter. The Selectmen realize
that the economy is still recovering and many people in the private
sector are not receiving increases, but town employees have not had
any increases for three years. The Selectmen feel that we have
excellent and well qualified workers who have waited patiently
during the economic slowdown and while the timing may not be
perfect, we feel increases are warranted. The rising costs of health
insurance are a continuing concern for the Selectmen and we have
met and talked with representatives of Blue Cross/Blue Shield and
the NH Municipal Association Health Trust, which is our umbrella
organization through which we carry our health insurance policies.
The Selectmen feel, right or wrong, that the Town has provided
certain benefits over the years and we should not ask an employee
to give up or have any out of pocket costs to pay for benefits that
have been given to them to this point. The benefit package has been
used in conjunction with salary increases to provide a total
employee package and the Selectmen feel that if we ask for
employee contributions or reduction in benefits, the employee
should initially be compensated for the change. At the time of this
writing, the Selectmen are still working on the health insurance
recommendation and will have some recommendations in time for
Town Meeting.
The condition of the town's roads is a source ofsome concern and
the Selectmen have taken a position of a 5 year program to get
roads back to a reasonable condition. Speed limits on the majority
of our town roads should not exceed 35 mph and our goal is to bring
our roads up to a standard that is safe and comfortable at that
speed. The majority of our roads are in pretty good condition but a
number of very bad areas on a variety of roads need attention. Last
year we asked for $60,000 to be paid over a long term to start this
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program and a number of roads including Linderhof, Town Hall
Road, West Ledge Road, and Birch Street were among areas having
major repair work done. These projects coupled with the rebuilding
of Middle Ledge Road and Washington Street the prior year is
getting us off to a good start on the road program. Goodrich Falls
Road also was reconstructed and paved with funds from an escrow
account established by the Town and funded from the developers in
that area. A major contributing factor to our road's deterioration
has been a lack of adequate drainage, not only in old road bases but
ditches along the road which have not been properly maintained.
The road crew under the direction of Road Agent Pat Roberts has
undertaken an aggressive approach to restabilizing adequate ditch
lines and culvert replacements and relocations. While the new
ditches seem to look foreboding, most of the time it is due to the fact
that it has been years since there was a ditch line. Adequate
drainage is our most serious problem and we ask you to bear with us
in this undertaking as the end result will be beneficial. The present
road crew is very innovative and their talents have enabled the
town to save considerable sums of money on repair work and such
items as the construction of a steam cleaner for melting frozen
culverts from salvaged materials at a cost of less than $200.00. The
Selectmen will once again have an article in the warrant dealing
strictly with the reconstruction of roads and while this amount
could easily be quadrupled, we are trying to get these projects done
over a period oftime so the impact on the taxpayer will be as little as
possible.
For the first time in recent history, the Town will have two steps
to the Town Meeting process. The annual election of town and
school officers and ballot questions (Articles 1 thru 6) will be held
on the traditional Town Meeting Day on Tuesday, March 9, 1993
with the polls being open from 9:00AM until 7:00PM at the Town
Hall. The deliberative portion of Town Meeting (the remainder of
warrant articles) will be discussed on Thursday, March 11, 1993 at
6:30PM at the Josiah Bartlett Elementary School. At last year's
Town Meeting, the voters gave the Selectmen the authority to hold
the deliberative portion of Town Meeting on a date different than
the elections. This will allow the votes to be counted in an orderly
fashion at the Town Hall and will also allow the election workers
and ballot counters to attend all of Town Meeting. The Selectmen
deliberated over three choices for the Town Meeting — during the
day on a weekday, during the day on Saturday, or a weeknight
evening. During the day midweek and Saturday were eliminated as
it was felt that a large number of Bartlett citizens would be unable
to attend due to work. By starting at 6:30PM we hope to have the
meeting over at a reasonable hour. A supper at the school is
planned prior to Town Meeting starting at 5:00PM, as well as
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snacks/beverages will be available during elections at the Town
Hall, so plan to make a day and evening of the two occasions, renew
old acquaintances and enjoy a traditional Town Meeting, our
purest form of democracy.
The police, fire, ambulance, trustees of trust funds, conservation
commission, planning board, BARA, and library reports are all
printed elsewhere in this Town Report for your review. The
Selectmen would once again like to thank all of the town employees
and volunteers for their efforts on behalf of all the citizens of the
Town of Bartlett. It is through the efforts of these dedicated people
that Bartlett truly remains the "Greatest Little Town on Earth".
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COMMISSIONER'S LETTER





Your 1992 Tax Rate has been computed and set. The tax rate, its breakdown,
the amount to be committed to the tax collector, and appropriations due other
units of government, the amount of overlay and the assessment used to








Less: Shared Rev. Returned
to Town
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— Commitment Analysis —
Total Property Taxes Assessed 3,547,001
Less: War Service Credits ( 1 1 ,400)
Add: Village District
Commitment(s) 166,648
Total Property Tax Commitment 3,702,249
— Proof of Rate —





Department of Revenue Administration
State of New Hampshire
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Total Village District Commitment
0.12
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FINANCIAL REPORT
For the Year Ending December 31, 1992
REVENUES-Modified Accrual
Property taxes $3,686,248.00
Land use change taxes 250 00
Yield taxes 8,232.00
Interest and penalties on
delinquent taxes 15 215
TOTAL
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor vehicle permit fees
Building permits
Other licenses, permits and fees
TOTAL
REVENUE FROM THE
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Shared revenue block grant
Highway block grant
State and federal forest land
reimbursement
Flood control reimbursement
Forest fires (State's share)
Railroad Tax









Test Pits/Septic Designs 2,810.00
Sale of municipal property -
(incl. deeded property taxes) 42,102.00
Interest on investments 7,551.00




reimbursements 3 470 qq
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Contributions and donations -
Stillings Grant lot sale
proceeds 35,000.00




Transfers from proprietary funds





SpArt 26 Reval. 100,000.00





























Other culture and recreation
TOTAL
CONSERVATION





Interest on long term
bonds and notes
Interest on tax and revenue
anticipation notes




Taxes paid to county
Taxes paid to precincts/
village districts
Taxes paid to school districts
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TOTAL EXPENDITURES $6,400,408.00
FUND BALANCE (End of Year) 99,422.00
GRAND TOTAL $6,499,830.00
RECONCILIATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT LIABILITY
School district liability at the beginning of
the municipality's year $1,304,124
School district assessment for current year 2,648,319
TOTAL LIABILITY WITHIN CURRENT YEAR 3,952,443
Payments made to school district within
the municipality's year (2,703,344)
School district liability at the end of the
municipality's year 1,249,099
RECONCILIATION OF TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES
Short term (TAN's) debt outstanding at
beginning of fiscal year 300,000
New issues during current year 1,617,000
Issues retired during current year (1,910,903)
Short term (TAN's) debt outstanding at end
of fiscal year 6,097*
*this represents the balance of the principal (no interest) on the TAN
taken out on behalf of Cave Mt. Associates in order to pay for the Stanton
Rd. bridge construction.
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BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS
As of December 31, 1992
Cash $715,678.00
Taxes receivable (uncollected) 674,773.00
Tax liens receivable (unredeemed) 287,218.00




As of December 31, 1992
Accounts payable SpArt 26 Reval 81,863.00
Due to Precincts 30,124.00
Due to school districts 1,249,099.00
TAN's outstanding-CMA Bridge 6,097.00
Elderly/Disabled Lien
Yield tax escrows 22,495.00
TOTAL LIABILITIES 1,389,678
FUND EQUITY
Dump Capital Reserve Transfer 59,716.00
TOTAL FUND EQUITY 59,716.00
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
FUND EQUITY $1,449,394.00
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1992
City/town hall, lands and buildings
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
January 1, 1992 December 31, 1992
3774 Auto Permits $242,707.00
37 Marriage Fees (to state) 1,221.00
26 Vital Records (to state) 130.00
112 Dog Licenses 473.50
TOTAL $244,531.50
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Summary of Tax Accounts





Yield (08/07/92) $ 8,231.97 2,988.44
Land Use







Property Interest 1,143.20 14,072.09
Tax Lien Interest 19,037.95
Tax Lien Costs 7,897.00
Yield Tax 53.59
TOTAL DEBITS $3,713,561.76 $848,805.51







Property Interest 1,143.20 14,072.09
Yield Tax Interest 53.59
Property Tax Lien (6/15/92) 317,186.63
Land Use Lien








TOTAL CREDITS $3,713,561.76 $848,805.51
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Summary of Tax Sale/Tax Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1992
DR.
— Levies of Tax Sale Accounts to Others —
Balance of Unredeemed
Taxes (01/01/92)
Taxes Executed to Town: 1991 1990 Prior





Property 4,733.77 13,467.11 11,230.44
Land Use 242.00
Yield 258.12
Redemption Costs 2,803.00 1,985.00 745.00
TOTAL DEBITS $327,734.73 $198,538.73 $55,361.27
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer:
Property Redemptions $129,525.90 $ 66,748.27 $31,448.24
Land Use Redemptions 5,157.75
Yield Redemptions 2,753.21
Interest and Costs After Sale:
Property 7,536.77 15,452.11 11,975.44
Land Use 242.00
Yield 258.12
Abatements During Year 1,183.42 10,198.12 11,937.59
Unredeemed Taxes End of Year:
Property 186,477.31 97,289.48 .00
Land Use 3,451.00
Yield
TOTAL CREDITS $327,734.73 $198,538.73 $55,361.27




Balance January 1, 1992 675,573.07
Town Clerk Receipts 244,531.50




Balance December 31, 1992 715,678.44
Yield Tax and Escrow Accounts




Balance December 31, 1992 15,913.34
TOTAL OF ALL FUNDS IN
HANDS OF TREASURER 731,591.78
MAXINE G. PATCH
Treasurer
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Cable TV Franchise Fee 17,260.05
Deeded Property Taxes 36,779.79
Sellings' Grant Lot Proceeds 35,000.00





Temporary Loans - TAN's 1,729,557.28
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
Linda Burns, salary $ 200.00
Gene G. Chandler, salary 3,000.00
Kathlyn G. Nealley, salary 3,000.00
Howard C. Nichols, salary 17,160.00
Howard C. Nichols, deputy fees 840.00
Maxine G. Patch, salary 2,000.00
Richard Patch, salary 3,000.00
$ 29,200.00
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES
A & B Electronics, computer transformer 211.00
Bowman Business Forms, tax bills 628.65
Business Equip. Unltd., copier repairs,
supplies 967.50
Gene G. Chandler, mileage reimb. 537.90
Conway Daily Sun, ads 231.00
County Commerce, subscription 216.00
Lynn Dodelin, wages 25,443.60
Lynn Dodelin, mileage reimb. 227.48
Drummer Boy Florist, flowers, H. Hayes 50.00
Equity Publishing Corp., books 126.74
Hills Florist, cane presentation 13.75
Homestead Press, office supplies 406.85
Doris C. Levesque, town clerk assist. 192.00
Maclean Hunter Market reports 174.00
MRD Copy Center, copies ordinances 44.20
Mtn. Valley Business Machines,
typewriters serviced 100.40
Mt. Washington Valley Economic Council,
meeting 20.00
Kathlyn G. Nealley, mileage reimb. 145.64
New England Telephone 1,476.67
NH City & Town Clerks Assoc, dues 20.00
NH Gov. Finance Officers Assoc, dues 25.00
NHMA, dues 1,529.74
NH Tax Collectors Assoc, dues 15.00
Howard C. Nichols, tax redemption fees &
mileage reimb. 3,625.56
Pitney Bowes, postage meter rental 161.25
Richard Patch, Sr., mileage reimb. 288.64
Postmaster, postage, rent 1,800.00
William Prushinski, computer work 345.00
Registry of Deeds, recordings 1,299.30
The Reporter Press, public auction 109.76
Small Business Computers of N.E., repairs 35.65
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Smith & Town Printers, town reports 2,146.25
US Stamped Envelope Agency 1,449.00
Viking Office Products, office supplies 1,358.90
Wheeler & Clark, dog tags, tally sheets 72.56
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION
April Cantwell, microphone carrier 25.00
Conway Daily Sun, ads 105.00
Sheila Glines, supervisor 282.50
Grants Supermarket, food 7.91
Homestead Press, voter cards, etc. 137.60
Letitia G. Howard, supervisor 132.50
Doris Levesque, ballot clerk 162.50
Leslie Mallett, ballot clerk 252.50
Jean Mark, ballot clerk 157.50
Howard C. Nichols, official food reimb. 50.00
Gail Paine, supervisor 277.50
William Paine, moderator, misc. reimb. 202.95
Patch's Markets, Inc., election food 7.68
Smith & Town Printers, ballots 216.21
Jeannine Zack, ballot clerk 162.50
TAX MAP
Thaddeus Thome, map 100.00
CEMETERIES
Bartlett Village Cemetery Association 600.00
Glen Cemetery Association 1,500.00
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
W.E. Aubuchon, keys 11.88
A.J. Coleman, ramp 1,810.50
Conway Daily Sun, cleaning ad 124.50
Conway Maintenance Service,
clean town hall 100.00
Conway Supply, supplies 50.68
L.A. Drew, roof repairs 69.00
Dunnco Telephone Systems, install 2 jacks 60.00
Grants Supermarket, supplies 95.04
Little Pond Disposal, trash pick up 140.40
The Lock Shop, locks, keys 124.25
Lucy Lumber, supplies 79.98
NH Electric Cooperative 2,822.74
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Michael Roberts, grounds care 206.00
Treasurer State of NH, boiler inspection 25.00
White Mtn. Oil, repairs oil 3,037.56
PLANNING AND CONSERVATION
Conway Daily Sun, ads 1,116.50
Michael Dewar, mileage law lecture 41.80
Donahue, McCaffrey, Tucker, legal fees 840.18
Equity Publishing, updates 83.50
David Fox, mileage law lecture 21.12
James Langdon, mileage law lecture 22.00
NH Municipal Law Lecture 160.00
Registry of Deeds, record plans 234.60
David Shedd, marking town line 75.00
Beverly Weld, wages 5,088.72
CONSERVATION
Green Scene, tree planting 720.00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
A&B Electronics, copier supplies 183.60
American Express Travel Services,
x-tra investigation 50.00
Matthew Bender & Co., book 70.10
Brenda Bowley, Sec. wages 17,700.80
Conway Daily Sun, cruiser ad 50.00
Conway Police Department, breath tests 105.00
Rick Davidson Photo North,
films/developing 257.41
Bob Duncan Photo, x-tra investigation 26.50
Equity Publishing Corp., books 357.33
Express Graphics, business cards 175.00
Judith Gordon, transcribing tapes 145.00
Grants Service Station, cruiser maint. 383.42
Jonathan H. Hebert, wages 18,865.86
Jonathan H. Hebert, witness fees 120.00
Betty Holmes, Dog Control Officer 395.00
J&J Printing, write up slips 357.22
Kathy's Sewing, patches 14.50
Kustom Signals, mounts 69.16
Landmark Security, x-tra investigation 157.50
Lucy Lumber, cruiser boxes, etc. 91.70
MacDonald Motors, cruiser maintenance 165.70
Memorial Hospital, blood tests 64.00
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Mountain Valley Business Machines,
typewriter repairs 111 .00
M/V Manufacturers Assoc, vehicle ID
book 5.00
National Criminal Justice Assoc,
membership 65.00
Neptune, new uniforms 171.00
New England Narcotic Enforcement, dues 20.00
New England Telephone 1,292.90
NH Assoc. Chiefs of Police, dues 20.00
NH Bar Assoc, slip laws 130.00
NH Retirement 11,042.20
Ossipee Mtn. Electronics, radio, repairs 2,526.34
Patch & Son Gun Shop, ammo 300.00
Patch's Markets, Inc., film, clean uniforms 508.20
Perfecta Camera Corp., seminar 249.00
Photo Resources Corp., film 259.66
Presidential Motors, cruiser repairs 4,170.90
David W. Roode, witness fees 186.00
David W. Roode, meals reimbursed 95.53
David W. Roode, salary 25,061.80
Robert M. Snow, Jr., salary 41,059.20
Robert M. Snow, witness fees 444.00
Standard Forms, Inc., UCR forms 35.78
Sullivan Tire Co., tires 440.76
Summit Communications, pagers 593.99
Francis J. Suprenard, Jr., salary 22,713.98
Francis J. Suprenard, witness fees, mileage 256.42
Francis J. Suprenard, jacket reimb. 200.00
Trade Mark, police emblem 40.00
Viking Office Products, bike
certificates, etc 38.24
Vista Auto Sounds, cruiser repairs 500.14
White Mountain Auto, parts 220.32
White Mtn. Oil, gas 5,162.37
Wildcat Service, towing 188.00




Kathlyn G. Nealley, assessing
NH Assoc, of Assessing Officials, dues
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
AT&T, phone lease 64.88
W.E. Aubuchon, supplies 135.14
Bartlett Village Store, gas 87.75
Bear Mtn. Garage, inspections 132.00
Bruce Bennett, Dept. Chief, attendance
bonus 350.00
John Bernardin, Lt. 150.00
Conway Supply, bldg. maint. 4.70
Norman Crowley, attendance bonus 100.00
Currier Pontiac, Chiefs veh. maint. 200.00
A. Eastman, work on dry hydrant 260.00
Fire Tech & Safety of NE,
new equipment 254.19
Frechette Tire, tire repairs 437.48
John Greenwood, attendance bonus 100.00
Rick Greenwood, Capt., attendance bonus 275.00
Anthony Hackett, attendance bonus 50.00
J. Reginald Illsley, III, Asst. Chief 300.00
Steven Illsley, attendance bonus 200.00
Interstate Fire Protection,
equip, maint. 229.00
Dana Johnson, attendance bonus 150.00
Frank Jost, Secretary, attendance bonus 700.00
Robert Kroger, 1st Lieutenant 200.00
Roger Labbe, Forest Fire Warden 19.00
Roger Labbe, Chief wages 25,000.04
Russ Lanoie Construction, bldg. maint. 85.00
Lucy Lumber, bldg. supplies 48.70
FX Lyons, Inc., transmitter repairs 704.70
Maineline Fire Equip. Inc.,
ladders, gates, etc. 2,326.70
McGraws Garage, repairs trucks 243.50
Shane McKinney, attendance bonus 150.00
MacDonald Motors, vehicle maint. 38.64
Magson, uniforms 202.80
National Fire Protection Assoc,
books, dues 524.55
New England Telephone 765.87
NH Assoc. Fire Chiefs, dues 20.00
NH Electric Cooperative 1,378.07
NH Fire Standards & Training,
certificates 160.00
North Conway Fire Dept., subscription
American Heat 159.60
Ossipee Mtn. Electronics, radio repairs,
equipment 4,703.09
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G. Parrott, attendance bonus 150.00
Patch's Markets, Inc., augmenting exp. 78.77
Ronald Patch, fire permits 100.50
Patch's & Son Gun Shop, binoculars 150.00
David Phaneuf, fire permits 48.00
Edward Pollard, attendance bonus 200.00
Michael Pollard, 2nd Lt. &
attendance bonus 300.00
Postmaster, box rent 11.25
Puf-co, class A foam 63.75
L. Patrick Roberts, Capt.,
attendance bonus 425.00
M. Roberts, attendance bonus 100.00
Town of Jackson, emergency
communications 837.08
William Tuttle, attendance bonus 100.00
Viking Office Products, supplies 66.79
White Mountain Auto, equipment 1,088.29

































James R. Clemons, Jr. 2,351.25
Timothy A. Hill 19,060.00
Steven Illsley 17,756.25
Lynn P. Roberts 22,891.50
MAINTENANCE HIGHWAY
AKZO Salt, Inc., salt 40,291.49
Atlantic Highway Sign, signs 65.13
AT&T, phone lease 82.20
W.E. Aubuchon Co. Inc., rake, etc. 82.54
B-B Chain Co., brooms, rope, etc. 109.00
Vincent L. Bailey, mileage reimb. 119.10
Bear Mtn. Garage, inspections 100.00
Berlin Spring, repairs 3,534.69
Burtco Northeastern Culvert 470.66
Chadwick BaRoss, grader parts 431.79
Alvin J. Coleman & Son, Inc.,
screened sand & gravel 7,599.08
Coleman Rental, street sweeper 575.00
Contech Construction Products, galv. pipe 773.22
Conway Daily Sun, ad 94.00
Conway Supply, parts, calcium, etc. 492.70
Conway Tractor, lamp assembly 35.89
Currier Sales & Service, truck parts 2,958.40
Curtis Industries, eas-off, grease 78.23
Donbeck Sales, drill press, sockets, wrench 553.00
A. Eastman, equipment rental, etc. 2,325.00
Eastman Door Co., door repair 100.00
Howard P. Fairfield, parts, plow 1,397.26
Frechette Tire & Repair, tires 1,034.33
Glen Sand & Gravel, crushed gravel 10,507.25
Grants Service Station, misc. repairs 4.95
Grants Supermarket, bldg. supplies 68.74
Hall Signs, Inc., posts & signs 841.18
Linden Hayes, backhoe rental 50.00
R.C. Hazelton, repairs 4,450.56
Earl Hill, roadside mowing 1,850.00
Howard Trust, hay 75.00
3,793.43
80,347.75
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Reginald Illsley, III, backhoe rental 1,425.00
Steven C. Illsley, mileage reimb. 42.02
Interstate Fire, extinguishers filled 59.00
Isaacson Steel, Inc., equip, repairs 525.25
Laconia Electric, lights repaired 95.50
Lucy Lumber, misc. bldg. & veh.
supplies 522.22
Mid Maine Supply, parts 214.56
Morrison & Sylvester, vehicle parts 179.64
New England Telephone 428.34
NH Bituminous, asphalt 11,384.92
NH Electric Cooperative 1,545.24
North Conway Disposal Service,
septic pumped 75.00
Paris Farmers Union, calcium 79.02
Parker/Danner Co., roller rental 400.00
Perma-Line Corp., men working sign 34.35
Portland Glass, grader glass 85.13
Portland Welding Supply, cyl. lease & fill 236.63
RAK Industries, shovel & tape barrier 375.58
Road Agent Assoc, group membership 20.00
Lynn P. Roberts, mileage reimb. 562.10
UNH, seminar 75.00
Wearguard, uniforms 680.06
Arthur Whitcomb, Inc., cold patch,
gravel, etc. 7,674.65
White Mountain Auto, parts 9,706.47
White Mountain Oil, propane, fuel 22,359.84




Conway Tractor & Equipment Corp.,
dumpster pump 919.22
Lewis Fernald, contract work 195.00
Carroll Johnson, wages 10,899.00
Maine Central RR, driveway lease 25.00
MRD Copy, notices 31.45
North Conway Incinerator, haul off 130,397.51
Patch's & Son Gun Shop, gloves 11.95
Sears, Roebuck & Co., uniforms 88.26
Roy Weston, landfill closure plan 154.40
139,953.66
148,721.79
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STUMP DUMP/SEPTAGE
Pauline Gaudette, lease 2,000.00
Gordon, lime spraying 250.00
RECREATION
Bartlett Athletic and Recreation Assoc. 4,000.00
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Bartlett Jackson Ambulance Service 803.00
LIBRARY
Garbriella Ainsworth 430.00




NHMWCH, workmen's comp. 18,537.07




Bob Bryant's Wrecker Service, towing
Currier, truck repairs
NH Municipal Assoc, deductible
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Social Security





Bartlett Parade Fund, L. Dodelin, Treas.
Francis P. Murphy Post, Memorial flags
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PRECINCTS/COUNTY/STATE/SCHOOL
Carroll County Treasurer 306,410.00
Intervale Lighting Precinct 1,296.00
Kearsarge Lighting Precinct 2,096.00
Lower Bartlett Water Precinct 77,599.00
North Conway Water Precinct 55,533.00
Treasurer, Bartlett School District 2,703,344.00
Treasurer, State of NH, dog licenses 50.50




Arnold Bennett, overpayment taxes 19.00
B & B Garland, yield tax 5.40
Cynthia Hall, tax abatement 97.00
James Hanlon, abatement 70.00
Elaine Hines, tax refund 98.00
Charles Kalil, tax abatement 527.91
Robert King, tax abatement 567.16
Frederick Leighton, 1991 taxes 378.00
Elaine McManus, tax abatement 1,156.95
Saunders Brothers, yield tax 763.57
Paul Taylor, overpayment taxes 52.00
Town of Bartlett, lien and yield tax 1,236.43
MISCELLANEOUS
North Conway Bank, loan 1,961,988.46
North Conway Bank, withholding 39,194.00
Connecticut Nat. Bank, principal 30,000.00
Connecticut Nat. Bank, interest 2,025.00
North Conway Bank, int. short term 20,856.35
WELFARE
Aid to Town Poor 3,283.63
SPECIAL ARTICLES
#26 Town revaluation 18,137.20
#31 Road improvements 60,000.00
#32 Highway truck 64,021.64
#34 MacDonald motors 13,900.00
#35 Town Hall repairs 10,000.00
#36 Mt. Washington Valley Economic
Council 1,000.00
#38 Solid Waste Day 1,000.00
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#41 Gibson Center for Senior Services 4,499.00
#42 Visiting Nurse of Carroll County 2,326.50
#43 Children and Youth Project 3,350.00
#44 Community Action Outreach Program 800.00
#46 Carroll County Against Domestic
Violence 406.00
#47 Family Health Centre 994.00
#48 Children Unlimited 1,145.00
#53 Bartlett Honor Roll 2,000.00
384,184.67






Dear Board of Selectmen;
I have examined the books and accounts of all officers entrusted
with the receipt, custody or expenditure of town funds on February
26, 1992 for the calendar year 1991.
I have examined these records to determine whether all revenues
to which the town is entitled have been collected and remitted to the
treasurer or verified as outstanding accounts; to determine whether
all expenditures have been properly authorized, conform to law,
and are supported by appropriate invoices and payroll; and
examined the accounts of all town departments and agencies.
It is my opinion that the accounts are being kept in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles and I have no
recomendations at this time.
LINDA BURNS
Auditor
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BARTLETT PUBLIC LIBRARY
ANNUAL REPORT 1992
The circulation of books at the Bartlett Library reached an all
time high of 12,184, a 6 1/2 percent increase over 1991. Our summer
reading program, DISCOVER, READ, which was run coopera-
tively with the school's summer program, had 65 participants who
read a total of more than 900 books. Friendly's Restaurant spon-
sored an end-of-the-summer ice cream party for these children. Bob
Rutherford, through his music and balloons, provided the entertain-
ment. All readers received coupons and drawings were held for gift
certificates and books which were donated by several local busi-
nesses. Our thanks to all who made this party a successful and
festive occasion.
Seven hundred and seven books were added to the school/public
book collection. Eighty-four of these titles were gift donations.
Donated books which are not put into circulation will be sold at a
summer book sale. (Please, for the protection of our collection, do
not donate books that have a musty odor.)
The library participates in a video cooperative with several area
libraries and receives a rotating collection every two months. These
videos may be borrowed for up to three days.
As a member of the NHAIS, the state-wide automated system,
our library has been able to provide materials from many partici-
pating libraries throughout the state including the university and
state and private colleges. This service greatly improves our ability
to provide research materials for our patrons.
Mrs. Garland served on the New Hampshire State Library
Advisory Council through September when her term ended. She
also attended the Northern Carroll County Cooperative meetings,
Area Forum Meetings and participated in the Legislative Break-
fast held at the Conway Public Library in the fall.
The library instituted Saturday hours from 1 1:00 am to 3:00 pm in
November increasing the hours open weekly to 20. The library is
also open during the school day when school is in session.
Hopefully we will be able to continue being open on Saturdays as
many patrons have requested. The only increase in this year's
budget over the 1992's budget is to provide this service to June and
from September through December.
1993 marks the fortieth year I have served as librarian at the
Bartlett Public Library. Over these years I have seen many
changes in our library and in library service in general. We are now
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swiftly moving into the age of technology which will provide many
changes in our library. Through technology library services will be
increased, improved and faster. The 1990's will prepare our library






Wed. 2-5 7-9 Jean Gustin
Fn. 2-5 Lydia Lansing
Sat. 11-3 Doris Levesque
Leslie Mallett
Muriel Tully
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BARTLETT LIBRARY
PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 1993
Compensation
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BARTLETT PUBLIC LIBRARY
Financial Report - Calendar Year 1992
SPECIAL RESERVE FUND
Cash on hand: January 1, 1992 $ 665.54
Cash on hand: December 31, 1992 1,035.94
Lucille Garland's Children's Book Fund
Cash on hand: January 1, 1992 1,320.60
Cash on hand: December 31, 1992 1,374.11
Hilda Howard Book Fund
Cash on hand: January 1, 1992 215.22
Cash on hand: December 31, 1992 223.92
Joan Borum Fund
Cash on hand: May 18, 1992 500.00
Cash on hand: December 31, 1992 510.12
Computer Fund
Cash on hand: January 1, 1992 3,552.43
Cash on hand: December 31, 1992 3,696.21
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THE BARTLETT HISTORY FUND
The Bartlett History Fund was established by the Bartlett
Library Trustees following the Town's bicentennial in 1990. The
purpose of the History Fund is to further the recording of the
history of Bartlett and its vicinity. Profits from the sale of the
Bartlett history book, Bartlett, New Hampshire: In the Valley
of the Saco, and the sale of bicentennial memorabilia were set
aside to establish the Bartlett History Fund.
The following guidelines for the Bartlett History Fund have been
established:
— All monies received from future sales of the Bartlett history
book, bicentennial memorabilia, and any other project under-
taken by the Trustees for the History Fund will go into the
History Fund.
— This money is put into a separate account under the name
"Bartlett History Fund" to be managed by the Treasurer ofthe
Bartlett Library Trustees.
— This fund may not be used for the Library budget. The Library
may, however, use this fund to purchase books and materials
which relate to the history of the town and region which will
then become part of the Bartlett History Collection, which is
being maintained in a special fireproof file cabinet.
— The money in the History Fund may be expended for historical
projects, pictures, postcards, and other types of historical
materials.
— The Bartlett Library Trustees must approve the above expendi-
tures.
— Donations of materials and monetary gifts may be made to the
Fund.
Cash on hand as of December 31, 1992 — $15,282.57
The Bartlett Library Trustees are in preliminary negotiations for
publishing a history of the inns and lodges of Bartlett. The
proposed publishing date is Spring, 1994. Anyone interested in
working on this project, or any other, is invited to join the Bartlett
History Group by calling the Library at 374-2755.
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POLICE REPORT 1992
This past year has shown a 12% increase in police activity. The
department increased its patrol time in the residential develop-
ments and has conducted more building checks than before. This
was done in the belief that an increased presence would deter
persons from committing crimes of opportunity, i.e. burglary, theft
and vandalism. To that end we had experienced a 70% reduction in
these crimes.
Domestic violence is having a great impact on our young people.
We are experiencing it with more frequency than ever before. It is a
conduct that is observed, and in many cases acted out again and
again later in life by our young people. There are several excellent
programs and services available in northern Carroll County.
Please take advantage of these programs and services.
The D.A.R.E. program, with Sgt. David Roode, is ongoing at the
Bartlett School. This year it has been expanded to include the 7th
and 8th grades. The Jackson School is sending its 6th grade
students to the core class. This provides them with an excellent pool
to draw from as they enter junior high school at Bartlett.
I wish to thank the elected officials, department heads, and the
townspeople for their support and input.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT M. SNOW, JR.
Chief of Police























Failure to yield 3
Failure to obey police officer 1
Failure to use turn signals 1
Felon with firearm 1
Following too close 1
Found property 22












Misuse of plates 1
No child restraints 1
No medical card w/license 1
Non inspections 5
No protective eye gear 1
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OHRV violations 4
Open container in motor vehicle 2
Operating after suspension 15









Receiving stolen property 6
Reckless conduct 3
Reckless operation 2
Recovered stolen property 5








Transporting loaded gun 1
Truck enforcement 48
Unlawful passing 6
Unregistered motor vehicle 9
Unregistered trailer 1
Unrestrained dog 1










Another year has passed and we would again like to thank the
local fire and police departments for their assistance. Many of our
calls are coordinated with them in a total team effort.
A big thank you goes out this year to Ellie Lang. Ellie is retiring
after many years of dedicated service to both Jackson and Bartlett,
she will be missed by all.
John Bernardin, of Notchland Inn, has completed his medical
training and is now a licensed paramedic. We are fortunate to have
him as a member for he is one of only two in the valley.
We have been able to drop our tax payer funding to about $1100
this year. This is 17 percent below last year's request. We continue
to keep a close eye on all expenditures.
The American Heart Association has published new standards
for Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (C.P.R.). Anyone who has been
certified should take a refresher course. Anyone who would like to
take a C.P.R. course should contact Memorial Hospital or any
member of Bartlett Jackson Ambulance.
JIM CLEMONS
Executive Director
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BARTLETT-JACKSON EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SERVICES
1992 Statistics Report - 11 Months
Calls for Service - 190
Heart Attacks
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BARTLETT-JACKSON
BUDGET REPORT FOR 1992
INCOME
Jackson Payment




Starting Balance «. q 7n _ __







































From Surplus Account 9,000.00




Budget Reduction From Last Year 17%
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TRANSFER STATION
RULES AND REGULATIONS
The Transfer Station is located on Rte. 16 just north of the
Bartlett/Jackson town line and 1/4 mile south of the Jackson
Covered Bridge.
DUMP STICKERS ARE MANDATORY. They can be obtained
at the Selectmen's Office at the town hall Mon. - Thurs. between 8
AM - 12 Noon and they are free! Stickers are to be displayed on the
front windshield, passenger side, upper corner on the inside.
HOURS OF OPERATION: Friday thru Tuesday 12 Noon - 6 PM
Closed Wednesday & Thursday
Closed Christmas Day
Articles which are accepted (other than household refuse) and
placed in designated areas (not in the compactor):
Brush up to 5" in diameter
Mattresses - 2 per household then $5.00 per mattress
Batteries (all including flashlight)
Furniture
Appliances with condensers/compressors removed
Clean wood (separated from treated or painted wood)
Christmas trees
Tires - Fees - Car & Light Truck $2.00/Tire
Large Heavy Truck $5.00/Tire
Loader/Heavy Equipment $10.00/Tire
PROHIBITED: No commercial dumping of construction debris
No dumping of hazardous materials/waste, oil-
based paint, gas tanks, pesticides, explosives, etc.
No stumps, boulders, dirt
No car bodies or parts thereof
RECYCLING
All items brought for recycling must come clean and ready to put
into separate bins. The following items will be recycled on a
MANDATORY basis as of June 1, 1991:
Aluminum Cans - rinsed clean
Newspapers - bundled or in brown paper shopping bags
Amber Glass - rinsed clean & capless
Green Glass - rinsed clean & capless
Clear Glass - rinsed clean & capless
Your cooperation in our recycling efforts is appreciated and will
save the town tax dollars. Questions regarding the Transfer
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Station should be directed to the Selectmen's Office at (603)
356-2950.
Please keep your dump sticker visible and tape to the inside of the
window so it will last longer. Please stop at the attendants' building
before dumping any materials in order that you may be directed to
the proper depository. For insurance and safety reasons, NO
DUMP PICKING is allowed.
BARTLETT-JACKSON TRANSFER STATION
OPERATING ACCOUNT - 1992




Balance on hand- 12/31/92 502.81
EXPENSES-OPERATING ACCOUNT
Conway Tractor & Equipment Corp., backhoe rep., fluid 90.65
Cotter Charge Card, tape, calcium, misc. supplies 231.24
W. Frechette Tire Co., tire 128.90
Grants Supermarket, bldg. supplies 34.34
Carroll Johnson, misc. labor 294.00
Labonville, Inc., cable for truck 230.00
New England Telephone 352.43
New Hampshire Electric 3,279.49
North Conway Incinerator Service, haul off 4,063.49
Paris Farmers Union, recycle tubs 44.01
Postmaster, stamps 29.00
S.F. Tire Recycling, tires hauled off 1,180.35
Viking Office Products, checks 61.07
White Mountain Auto, equipment repairs & maint. 581.46
White Mountain Oil Co., propane & diesel 315.62
$10,916.05
INCOME FOR OPERATING ACCOUNT
Bartlett's Share 6,000.00 (60%)





*$400.00 was from 1991-Jackson
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BARTLETT FIRE DEPARTMENT
SUMMARY FOR 1992
This past year the department responded to a total of 93
calls. I also responded to 35 chiefs calls, this brought our total
calls to 128. Chiefs calls are for minor incidents that would
require a full response if I were not on duty. These calls
require someone to check out a potential fire hazard, this
would include such things as outdoor smoke investigations,
electrical problems, alarm activation due to power failure, etc.
This past year 14 members of the department, and 1 police
officer completed a 24 hour course on hazardous materials
awareness/operational level, and 2 of us became instructors
for this course. This course helps responders to identify
hazardous materials, and to be aware of their potential
hazards, and also what measures to take to insure their
health and safety, as well as the public's safety. Con-
gratulations to all.
As usual the department needs new members. Please come
join us and help your community.
Respectfully Submitted,
Chief Roger R. Labbe
Office Number (non-emergency only)
Glen 383-9555
Emergency Calls 1-539-6119
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REPORT OF
TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
and
STATE FOREST RANGER
1992 was below average for wildfires reported in our state. Our
largest fire was in May in Rumney where a suspicious origin fire
burned approximately 150 acres with a total cost of approximately
$30,000. The N.H. Division of Forests and Lands assisted many
other communities in wildland fire suppression as well.
Our fire lookout towers reported 289 fires, burning a total of 136
acres. Our major causes of fires were fires kindled without a permit,
unknown causes and children.
Please help your town and state forest fire officials with fire
prevention. New Hampshire State Law (RSA 224:27) requires that,
"No person, firm or corporation shall kindle or cause to be kindled
any fire or burn or cause to be burned any material in the open,
except when the ground is covered with snow, without first
obtaining a written fire permit from the Forest Fire Warden
of the town where the burning is to be done." Violation of this
statute is a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of up to $1,000
and/or a year in jail and you are liable for all fire suppression costs.
Local fire departments are responsible for suppressing fires. The
small average fire size of .47 acre/fire is a tribute to early detection
by the public or our fire tower system and the quick response of our
trained local fire departments. Please help your Warden and fire
department by requesting and obtaining a fire permit before
kindling an open fire.
The N.H. Division of Forests and Lands assisted 28 towns with a
total of $20,000 in 50/50 cost share grants for fire fighter safety
items and wildland suppression equipment in 1992.
If you have any questions regarding New Hampshire forest fire
laws, please contact your local Forest Fire Warden, State Forest
Ranger, or Division of Forests and Lands at 271-2217.
Forest Fire Statistics 1992
Town of Bartlett
State
Number of Fires 289
Acres Burned 136
E. SVEN CARLSON ROGER LABBE
Forest Ranger Forest Fire Warden






Member at Large: James Langdon
The purpose of this Association is to sponsor athletic and
recreational activities for both children and adults within our
community. The Association also oversees the maintenance of our
Town Ballpark and Town Beach on River Street.
We continue to sponsor League Fees for our youngsters baseball
teams. We make every effort to help provide funding for additional
expenses. It is the understanding of every group asking for help
with funding that they will undertake fundraiser(s) to replensih
and help support the activities of the Association. This enables us
to continue to sponsor other such recreational activities. Within the
past two years our Little League Association has formed a com-
mission of their own and are self supporting, needing help only
with League Fees. We fully funded Babe Ruth Baseball this past
year and hope that they will be off to a well established start this
coming year. Pee Wee Baseball and Farm Team completed the year
this past summer under the direction of David Wilson and Glen
Mitchell. Many thanks to David and the Appalachian Mt. Club for
an outstanding pancake breakfast last Labor Day Weekend that
benefited our Association's baseball funding. We are happy to help
sponsor baseball activities for boys and girls ages 5-18.
Our summer golf clincis are well established under the direction
of Bobby McGraw of Wentworth Resort Golf Club in Jackson.
Junior Golf is offered to all children from Bartlett and Jackson
grades 5-12. This year saw much parent participation with Tuesday
night Scrambles comprised of parent and junior golfers (a few
grandparents also!). We went from 12 junior golfers our first year to
27 juniors this past summer.
The Summer Recreation Program was again sponsored and
coordinated by the Association. A small weekly fee was asked for
from parents which allowed this program to once again be self
supporting. Many thanks to our directors, Kim Couture and Sue
Chula for an outstanding summer for our children. One of the
activities undertaken was due to the generosity of our local
businesses. A kite flying day was held in the Fields of Attitash
followed by a Bar-B-Que at Shelley's Deli. Many thanks to Andy
Kramp of Andy's Ski Tuning for providing the kites and clinic, Ben
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Wilcox of Attitash for providing the fields, and to Richie Teri,
Michelle and Tripp Linnel of Shelley's Deli for an outstanding
meal!
Red Cross Swimming lessons were held at Sky-Valley Motel
under the direction of Karen Travers. Thank you once again to
Mary and David Eliason for the facilities. Red Cross Swimming
has been offered there for over 20 years now!
Mother Nature saw fit to help us with ice making weather this
year. Under the direction of Richard Nealley, Babe Hayes, Carl
Brown, and John Randall, we have had a nicely frozen skating rink
for local children and visitors alike. A thank you to David and
Debbie Phaneuffrom the Corner Store for helping with the funding
out of the proceeds from their annual Apple Pie Contest.
This fall saw the start again of an exercise program for teens and
adults alike under the direction ofSusan Mclvor. This was held two
days a week at the school until the Christmas Holidays. We hope it
may resume in the spring.
Many thanks to Jim Langdon and Leslie Mallett for their
participation with the Association. They will be stepping aside and
asking for new members this spring. Please contact Chuck Hamlin
if interested.
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Bartlett School District $ 400.00
(reimbursing monies paid from
school district funds for
'91 summer program) $ 400.00
Total Expenses $9,598.40 $ 9,598.40
**Encumbered Money for Site
Improvement $ 1,500.00
ENDING BALANCE as of 12/31/92 $ 99.99
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PLANNING BOARD REPORT
The Planning Board has taken an active and aggressive role in
meeting the changing needs of the community. The often arduous
task of balancing the financial and economic needs of the business
community with environmental safeguards and sound planning
strategies have been the focus of the Board's activity.
Last year's changes to the Zoning Ordinance, many of which
were significant to commercial development, seem to have had a
positive effect. Recognizing the need for prosperity in the business
community, the Planning Board is continuing to propose changes.
Most of this year's proposed amendments are "housekeeping"
changes but the changes to the Green Area article are significant
and should have a notable impact on visibility while still safe-
guarding the rural character and privacy of the abutting property
owners.
We are continuing our dialogue with the various Precincts in
town concerning overlapping Ordinances and regulations as well
as coordinating our meetings to facilitate the often complicated
and repetitive administrative procedures oftwo independent Boards.
This has proven to work well and is expected to continue. Discus-
sions are still ongoing with Lower Bartlett Water Precinct Commis-
sioners in an effort to embody both Zoning Ordinances under one
administrative procedure perhaps including that area as a se-
parate district or incorporating like restrictions. Expectations are
that these efforts will continue.
Many Board members attended the Law Lecture Series presented
by the New Hampshire Municipal Association this past fall. The
information and knowledge gained from these lectures will be
invaluable in the years to come.
The Planning Board approved two boundary line adjustments,
two two-lot subdivisions, one four-lot subdivision, one as-built and
had several pre-application reviews for projects to come. While the
activity this year has been slow, it appears that a change in the
economy will bring some activity our way.
DAVID PATCH
Chairman
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT
For many years the Conservation Commission only existed
through its only member and chairman David Patch, mainly as a
result of no pressing issues for the Commission to handle and a lot
of issues being handled through either the Town's Subdivision
Regulations, Zoning Ordinance or other regulations.
As a result of citizen interest, on June 5, 1992 the Board of
Selectmen appointed a full Conservation Commission. The mem-
bers are David Patch (Chairman), Mary Williamson Schall, George
Seemann, Brian Hill, Michael Torrey (Secretary), David Shedd,
and Robert Jones. The Commission has been meeting monthly and
have basically spent the year getting organized and planning
future projects which includes working on the town-owned property
known as the Stillings Farm.
Currently the Conservation Commission meets on the second
Thursday of the month at 7:00PM at the Town Hall and the public
is invited to attend.
DAVID PATCH
Chairman




The Saco River Management Advisory Committee operates
under the provisions of RSA 483:1, The New Hampshire Rivers
Management and Protection Program. Committee members are
nominated by the towns through which the Saco River flows and
appointed by the State Commissioner of Environmental Services.
Representing Harts Location are Bill King and John Bernardin.
Keith Pratt, Tom Caughey, Brian Hill, and George Howard represent
Bartlett with Nat Lucy (Chairman), Jeff Lathrop, Thomas Daley,
Sarah Kimball, and Ned McSherry representing Conway. Carl
Gebhart represents The White Mountain National Forest. Meetings
are held monthly on the first Wednesday of the month at 7 PM at
the Bartlett town hall.
The committee's primary duties are to consider and comment on
any federal, state or local government plans that would alter the
resource values which supported entering the Saco River into the
state rivers program and secondly to develop and adopt a Saco
River Corridor Management Plan. Adoption of the plan and
associated recommendations is contingent on approval of the
towns. Funding for committee administration costs is supported
from state sources.
During 1992 the committee devoted considerable effort as an
active participant in the discussions involving the North Conway
sewage treatment system. In addition, the committee reviewed
several streambank stabilization projects along the Saco providing
comments and recommendations to the state on the associated
dredge and fill permit applications. Finally, the committee con-
tinued work on the Saco River Corridor Management Plan.
Looking forward into 1993, completion of the corridor manage-
ment plan, a river clean up project, developing educational signage
to be posted at appropriate points along the Saco and the ongoing
review ofstreambank stabilization projects are the major activities
planned. The committee appreciates the support received from all
and welcomes the participation of town residents.
NAT LUCY
Chairman
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GLEN CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
1992 SUMMARY
This year the Glen Cemetery Association has continued to make
improvements. We have a new stone planter and monument at the
base of the flag pole. We are continuing to repair and straighten the
stones, loam, seed and fertilize as much as possible. We are still
working towards our goal of lighting the flag pole and to obtain a
water supply. With your ongoing help this will be achieved.
Respectfully submitted,
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TOWN OF BARTLETT INFORMATION
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS
POLICE — 1-800-552-8960 FIRE/AMBULANCE — 1-539-6119
TOWN GOVERNMENT INFORMATION
Selectmen's Office Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Located in Bartlett Town Hall Located in Bartlett Town Hall
Mailing Address: RFD 1 Box 49 Mailing Address: RFD 1 Box 50
Intervale, NH Intervale, NH
03845 03845
Phone: 356-2950 Phone: 356-2300
Office Hours: Mon.-Thurs. Office Hours: Mon. & Fri.
8AM - 1 PM 8AM - 3PM
Tues. & Wed.
8AM - 12 Noon
CLOSED THURS./SUN.
Sat. 8AM -11AM
Selectmen meet Fridays 9AM - 11AM
Appointments are suggested for your convenience.
**A11 inquiries & questions regarding assessment of your property
taxes should be directed to the Selectmen.**
TOWN OF BARTLETT OFFICIALS CLOSELY MONITOR COM-
PLIANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING ORDINANCES, REGU-
LATIONS, AND BY-LAWS:
BUILDING PERMIT ORDINANCE: required for construction
valued at $1,000 or more and/or construction which would affect
the assessed value of the property or to which zoning applies.
Violation = fine of up to $100/day.
WINTER PARKING ORDINANCE: prohibits parking on town
streets between Nov. 1 and May 1. Violation = fine of up to $50.00
plus towing charges.
SNOWPLOWING REGULATION: no snow shall be plowed into or
across any Town road.
ILLEGAL DUMPING ORDINANCE: prohibits dumping and lit-
tering at other than in authorized area at transfer station. Viola-
tion = fine of $100.00.
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE ORDINANCE: prohibits drinking of
alcoholic beverages in public places. Violation = fine of $25.00.
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TEST PIT INSPECTION ORDINANCE: requires inspection of
pits prior to application for state septic design approval. $20.00 fee
per pit dug.
EXCAVATION PERMIT REGULATION: permit required to exca-
vate in Town road. Permit must be obtained 24 hours prior to
commencement. Violation = fine of $100.00.
DOG LEASH BY-LAW: requires that all dogs be restrained by
leash or under direct control of owner. Violation = fine of up to
$100.00+ board reimbursement.
PERMIT TO OCCUPY ORDINANCE: required prior to occupancy
of any construction that is intended for habitation or for which a
septic system is required. Violation = fine of up to $100.00 and/or
$10.00 per day/each day of violation.
SPECIALEVENTS ORDINANCE: regulates the conduct of special
events; provides for fines up to $300.00 for violations.
ZONING ORDINANCE: covers setbacks, density, green areas,
frontage, signs, etc. Copies available at Town Hall.
FLOODPLAIN ORDINANCE: governs activity in the floodplain.
GRAVEL PIT ORDINANCE: governs the excavation of gravel
pits.
SEPTIC SYSTEM DESIGNAND CONSTRUCTION ORDINANCE:
governs the design and construction of septic systems. $50.00
review fee.
Complete descriptions of any of the above ordinances and regula-
tions may be obtained at the Selectmen's Office.
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1992 TOWN MEETING
MINUTES
Moderator William Paine opened the meeting by asking Miss
Bartlett Teen, April Cantwell, to lead the Pledge of Allegiance.
Moderator William Paine opened the Annual Town Meeting by
opening the polls at the Town Hall and convening the deliberative
portion at the Josiah Bartlett Elementary School by reading the
warrant as follows:
To the inhabitants of the Town of Bartlett, New Hampshire in the
County of Carroll in said State, qualified to vote in the Town
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet in the Town Hall in said Bartlett
on Tuesday, the tenth day of March 1992 at nine o'clock in the
forenoon to act upon the following subjects hereinafter set forth.
The voting on Articles 1 through 25 will be by official ballot and the
polls shall open for balloting at nine o'clock in the forenoon and
shall not close before six o'clock in the evening. The following
articles in the warrant will be acted upon at seven o'clock in the
evening at the Josiah Bartlett Elementary School in Bartlett
Village.
We hereby certify that we posted a like copy of said Town
Warrant and Budget on February 24, 1992 at the post offices in Glen
and Bartlett, at the Town Hall in Intervale (Bartlett) and the Josiah
Bartlett Elementary School, the places of meeting, all being public
places within the said Town of Bartlett, New Hampshire. Signed,
Gene G. Chandler, Richard F. Patch, Sr. and Kathlyn G. Nealley.
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing
year. Moderator Paine stated that the ballots had not been counted
yet and the results of this Article as well as Articles 2 - 25 would be
read later in the meeting.
Moderator Paine then proceeded with Article 26.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $150,000.00 to complete a townwide revaluation of all
taxable property as ordered by the State of New Hampshire and
authorize the issuance of not more than $150,000.00 of bonds or
notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance
Act (Chapter 33 of NHRSA) and to authorize the town officials to
issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of
interest thereon. Selectmen reluctantly favor. Motion was made
and seconded to accept the article as read. Moderator Paine then
explained the procedure since this is a bond issue over $100,000 that
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a secret ballot and 2/3 majority vote would be necessary for this
article to pass. Selectman Chandler spoke to the article explaining
the history ofwhy we are doing a reval and options available. Some
questions raised about doing it "in-house" and procedure for
reviewing assessments. No further discussion. Moderator Paine
then declared the polls open at 7:25 PM and stated that the polls
would remain open until 9:00 PM.
ARTICLE 27. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray Town charges for the ensuing year and make appropria-
tions of the same. Selectmen favor. Motion was made and seconded
to accept the article with a budget of $955,175. Selectman Chandler
spoke to the article by reviewing the budget by department.
Discussion ensued under the department of Planning and Zoning.
Motion was made by Fred Hodgkins, seconded by Karen Pellegrino-
Eastman to amend the Planning Board Assistant amount to
$20,000 (adding $7,000) to provide for a part time position. Discus-
sion ensued on amount of work available, other duties, and who
would do the duties. Vote was taken on the amendment = DEFEATED.
Chandler continued with further review of the budget by depart-
ment. Various clarification questions asked and answered. No
further discussion. Vote = PASSED ($955,175).
ARTICLE 28. To see if the voters will authorize the Selectmen and
Town Treasurer to borrow a sum in anticipation of the collection of
taxes for the current municipal year and to issue in the name of the
Town and on the credit of the same, negotiable notes therefor, to be
repaid during the current year from taxes collected within the
current municipal year. Selectmen favor. Motion was made and
seconded to accept the article as read. Question was asked whether
the town shops around for the best interest deal or what the
procedure is. Chandler stated the town does shop but that North
Conway Bank gave us a good deal. No further discussion. Vote =
PASSED.
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to administer or dispose of any real estate acquired by
the Town through Tax Collector's deeds or by any other means.
Subject only to the interest of relatives and heirs, all disposal shall
be by public auction. Selectmen favor. Motion was made and
seconded to accept the article as read. Vote = PASSED.
ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the
Highway Capital Reserve Fund created in 1978. Said funds with
accumulated interest to date of withdrawal to be transferred to the
town general fund (approx. $21,000). Selectmen favor. Motion was
made and seconded to accept the article as read. Question was
asked why we didn't use the funds last year when we had a highway
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project. Chandler stated it really doesn't matter as the money just
goes in the general fund and either way it just reduces the amount
of money to be raised by taxes. No further discussion. Vote =
PASSED.
ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $60,000.00 for road improvements and reconstruction
and to authorize the issuance of not more than $60,000.00 of bonds
or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (Chapter 33 of NHRSA) and to authorize the town
officials to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon. Selectmen favor. Motion was
made and seconded to accept the article as read. Motion was made
by Chandler, seconded by Patch to amend the article to read
$64,000 (add $4,000 to article). Realizing he was on the wrong
article, Chandler withdrew his motion to amend as did Patch his
second of the amendment. Chandler spoke to the article explaining
the need to repair many roads in town, that the work was trying to
be spread out throughout town, and that approximately $19,000
had already been spent on Middle Ledge Rd. Resident asked that
Dundee Rd. be included on the list. No further discussion. Vote =
PASSED.
ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $60,000.00 for the purchase of a four-wheel drive
highway truck with spreader body and plow and to authorize the
issuance of not more than $60,000.00 of bonds or notes in accor-
dance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (Chapter
33 of NHRSA) and to authorize the town officials to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon. Selectmen favor. Motion was made and seconded to accept
the article as read. Motion was made by Chandler, seconded by
Patch to amend the article to read $64,000 (add $4,000). Chandler
spoke to the article explaining we would be replacing a 1982 truck
that has been very troublesome and the need to increase the
amount was due to the decision to add a wing. No further
discussion. Vote on the amendment = PASSED. Vote on the article
as amended = PASSED ($64,000).
ARTICLE 33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $100,000.00 to pay for the closure of the Garland landfill
and to authorize the transfer of $80,000.00 from the Dump Capital
Reserve Fund to offset said expenses. Selectmen favor. Motion was
made and seconded to accept the article as read. Chandler spoke to
the article explaining that plans for closure now are to close under
the rules under which it was opened, if State doesn't allow this, then
it will be very expensive to close the landfill. Trustee of Trust Fund
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Norman Head asked if we should remove all the monies as after
this withdrawal only about $1500 would be left in the fund. Motion
was made and seconded to amend the article to read "to authorize
the removal of all principal and interest". Vote on the amendment =
PASSED. Vote on the article as amended = PASSED.
ARTICLE 34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $13,900.00 for the purchase of a Ford police cruiser.
Selectmen favor. Motion was made and seconded to accept the
article as read. Chandler spoke to the article explaining why a Ford
and not another Volvo. No further discussion. Vote = PASSED.
ARTICLE 35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,000.00 to construct a handicap access and make
other repairs to the Town Hall. Selectmen favor. Motion was made
and seconded to accept the article as read. Chandler spoke to the
article explaining that access would be via the back door by the
meeting hall and various other repairs needed to the building.
Question on whether this included the bathrooms; Chandler stated
no. No further discussion. Vote = PASSED.
ARTICLE 36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 for the support of the Mount Washington
Valley Economic Council. This article was inserted at the request of
the MWV Economic Council. Selectmen favor. Motion was made
and seconded to accept the article as read. Chandler spoke to the
article. No discussion. Vote = PASSED.
Motion was made and seconded to waive the reading of the
following article. Vote = PASSED.
ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town will vote to fund a feasibility study
undertaken to determine if there is a need for an alternative
domestic wastewater treatment process and to evaluate the follow-
ing septic alternatives available for the area of town known as
Bartlett Village:
a. Continued use of on-site subsurface disposal systems
b. Group subsurface disposal systems
c. Collection and pumping to the domestic wastewater treat-
ment facility proposed at Attitash
The study would also evaluate town-wide the needs for septage
disposal, specifically the following alternatives:
a. Continue the existing method
b. Disposal to a facility specifically designed for septage treat-
ment (town-owned)
c. Discharge to a local domestic wastewater treatment facility
proposed at Attitash
Preliminary layout designs, costs, and environmental impacts
for each of the alternatives will be developed.
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The scope ofthe proposed study is to be pre-approved by Farmers'
Home Administration and other funding agencies to avoid ques-
tions of project eligibility in the future.
To authorize the Selectmen to accept and expend any grants,
gifts, or other sources ofmoney available for this study as well as to
borrow for up to five years any money required to undertake this
study.
The firm of Dufresne-Henry Inc., So. Portland, ME is to be
retained to undertake the study at a cost not to exceed $41,200.00.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Thomas Caughey and others.
Selectmen oppose. Motion was made and seconded to accept the
article. Moderator Paine recognized Tom Caughey to speak to the
article. Caughey presented a handout.
Discussion ensued on need for study, who would benefit, need for
town involvement, and comparisons to North Conway Water
Precinct sewer problems.
Moderator Paine interrupted discussion to declare the Polls closed
on the voting of Article 26 at 9:10PM.
Discussion and questions continued on Article 37.
Moderator Paine interrupted discussion to state the results of
Article 26 as being Yes = 150 and NO = 45 and declared the article as
PASSED.
Discussion and questions continued on Article 37. Motion was
made by Caughey, and seconded to amend the article to read to
assess the need of the Town for an alternative domestic wastewater
treatment process and to appropriate the amount of $15,000 for this
study. Some discussion ensued. Motion was made and seconded to
move the question. Vote = PASSED. Vote was then taken on the
amendment = DEFEATED. Vote was then taken on the article =
DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 as its share to participate in the Hazardous
Waste Collection Day along with the Town of Conway. Selectmen
favor. Motion was made and seconded to accept the article as read.
Chandler spoke to the article. No discussion. Vote = PASSED.
Motion was made and seconded to waive the reading of the
following article. Vote = PASSED.
ARTICLE 39. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Moderator to appoint an ad-hoc committee comprised of not less
than three (3) or more than five (5) registered voters from the Town
of Bartlett, preferably with recognized experience in fire fighting,
building codes, and personnel training concepts, to review and
report on the requirement for a full time fire chief for the Town of
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Bartlett. The committee will be appointed within seven days of
passage of this article. The committee will present a report with
finding(s) and recommendation(s) as to the requirement for a full
time fire chief position for the Town of Bartlett to the Board of
Selectmen at a public hearing no later than sixty (60) days after
being appointed. An extension of thirty (30) days may be granted
by the moderator should conditions require. Notice of the public
hearing will be in accordance with the notification requirements
contained in the existing RSAs. The Board of Selectmen must
provide a written response to the recommendation(s) within sixty
(60) days from receipt of the report. The town office will provide
administrative support as required from in-house resources. Agree-
able to a petition signed by Gregory Bartlett, David Phaneuf and
others. Selectmen oppose. Motion was made and seconded to accept
the article. George Howard spoke to the article. Gregory Bartlett
stated that he wanted to withdraw his name from the petition.
Discussion ensued re: job description. Motion was made and
seconded to move the question. Vote = PASSED. Vote on the article
= DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 40. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $135,000.00 for payment of the design, engineering, and
construction of the Razor Brook Bridge on Stanton Farm Rd.
Selectmen favor. Motion was made and seconded to accept the
article as read. Chandler spoke to the article and explained the
history. No further discussion. Vote = PASSED.
Motion was made by Fred Kuppens to reconsider Article 39.
Moderator Paine asked for a second. There being no second,
Moderator stated that the motion failed.
Motion was made and seconded to read the results of Articles 1-25.
Vote = PASSED. The results of Articles 1-25 were as follows:
ARTICLE 1 . To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing
year.
TOWN
Selectman (3 yrs.) - Gene G. Chandler = 488*
Gerry McManus = 159
Timothy Marcoux = 4
Simon (the dog) = 6
Moderator (2 yrs.) - William D. Paine II = 682*
Auditor (1 yr.) - Linda Burns = 35 (write-in)*
Supervisor of Checklist - Gail Paine = 690*
Library Trustee (1 yr.) - none
Library Trustee (2 yrs.) - Chris Skehan (write-in) = 14*
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Library Trustee (3 yrs.) - Vote for Two
Leslie Mallett = 675*
Lydia Lansing = 46 (write-in)*
Trustee of Trust Funds (3 yrs.) - none
Planning Board (3 yrs.) - Vote for Two
Lester Campbell = 209
James Langdon = 532*
Laurie Pettengill = 316*
Planning Board (2 yrs.) - Patsy Rogerson = 625*
Planning Board (1 yr.) - Michael Dewar = 615*
QUESTION - Split Session for Town Meeting - Yes = 451 No = 223
NON-BINDING PLANNING BOARD QUESTIONS
Question No. 1 - Unlimited flags (any type) - Yes = 303 No = 449
Question No. 2 - Unlimited flags (State/National only) - Yes = 302
No - 367
SCHOOL
Member of School Board (3 yrs.) - Vote for Two
Ruth Cassagrande = 245
Marshal Gordon = 182
Debra Phaneuf = 305*
Vicki Harlow (write-in) = 305*
Moderator (1 yr.) - William Paine II = 680*
Treasurer (1 yr.) - Sheila Glines = 645*
Clerk (1 yr.) - Gerry Tilton = 672*
[* denotes winner(s)]
The results of Articles 2-25 on Zoning Amendments were as follows:
ARTICLE 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett Zoning
Ordinance as follows: adding to Article XI Setbacks - Section H to
provide for exemption of certain structures such as decks from
setback requirements? (Planning Board favors) YES = 488 / NO =
121
ARTICLE 3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett Zoning
Ordinance as follows: Changing Article XII Non-conforming Uses,
Lots and Structures, Section C to clarify procedure and extend the
period of discontinuance to 10 years? (Planning Board favors) YES
= 480 / NO =116
ARTICLE 4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett Zoning
Ordinance as follows: adding to Article XIII Permitted Uses,
Section C to allow car dealerships with its accompanying defini-
tion added to Article XIX Definitions? (Planning Board favors)
YES = 433 / NO = 159
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ARTICLE 5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett Zoning
Ordinance as follows: adding to Article XIII Permitted Uses,
Section C to allow private schools? (Planning Board favors) YES =
399 / NO = 69
ARTICLE 6. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett Zoning
Ordinance as follows: adding to Article XIII Permitted Uses,
Section C to allow state regulated day care facilities? (Planning
Board favors) YES = 478 / NO = 103
ARTICLE 7. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett Zoning
Ordinance as follows: adding to Article XV Off-street Loading &
Parking - Section G to satisfy parking requirements with on-street
parking? (Planning Board favors) YES = 434 / NO = 109
ARTICLE 8. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett Zoning
Ordinance as follows: deleting ARTICLE XVIII Board of Adjust-
ment, Section D Special Exceptions l,j and adding to Article XV
Off-street Loading & Parking - Section G to satisfy parking
requirements through the use of public parking lots? (Planning
Board favors) YES = 437 / NO = 93
ARTICLE 9. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett Zoning
Ordinance as follows: deleting all of Article XVI Signs, Section B
except for 4 and 10 and replacing them with new Sections 1) to
provide for up to 4 signs totalling 60 square feet with no one sign
more than 48 square feet; 2) to provide for height limitation on
signs; 3) to provide for the use of window advertising; and no
replacement for 5? (Planning Board favors) YES = 413 / NO =105
ARTICLE 10. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 9
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett Zoning
Ordinance as follows: changing Article XVI Signs, B-10 to clarify
the size and number of signs for multiple business enterprises?
(Planning Board favors) YES = 477 / NO = 87
ARTICLE 11. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
10 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett
Zoning Ordinance as follows: deleting Article XVI Signs, Section G
and changing Article XVI Signs, A-2 to provide for a building and
use permit for anv sign? (Planning Board favors) YES = 427 / NO
= 110
ARTICLE 12. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
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Zoning Ordinance as follows: changing Article XVI Signs, Section
A-7 to provide for the flying of up to 3 flags of state or national
origin, and/or one (1) open flag? (Planning Board favors) YES
=465/ NO = 126
ARTICLE 13. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
12 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett
Zoning Ordinance as follows: changing Article XVI Signs, Section
A-10 by deleting the last sentence regarding off-premise signs?
(Planning Board favors) YES = 434 / NO = 123
ARTICLE 14. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
13 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett
Zoning Ordinance as follows: deleting Article XVI Signs, Section F
and adding to Article XVI Signs - Section 13 to provide for taxing
signs where applicable? (Planning Board favors) YES = 384 / NO = 212
ARTICLE 15. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
14 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett
Zoning Ordinance as follows: deleting Article XVI Signs, Section
C-5 and replacing it with a new Section C-5 with new wording to
provide for signs for additional businesses on the same lot in the
TID? (Planning Board favors) YES = 450 / NO = 95
ARTICLE 16. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
15 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett
Zoning Ordinance as follows: deleting Article XVI Signs, Section
E-3 (relettered Section E - Exemptions to become Section H) and
replacing it as Section E Temporary Activity Signs which provides
for signs for short duration special events? (Planning Board
favors) YES = 505 / NO = 59
ARTICLE 17. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
16 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett
Zoning Ordinance as follows: adding new Article XVI Signs -
Section F to provide for Grand Opening/Promotional Activity
signs? (Planning Board favors) YES = 488 / NO = 67
ARTICLE 18. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
17 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett
Zoning Ordinance as follows: adding new Article XVI Signs -
Section G to provide for off-site open house real estate signs?
(Planning Board favors) YES = 432 / NO = 124
ARTICLE 19. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
18 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett
Zoning Ordinance as follows: adding new Article XVI Signs -
Section H Exemptions (formerly E) to outline exempt signs and to
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provide for 2 square foot internally lit open/closed, vacancy/no
vacancy signs? (Planning Board favors) YES = 414 / NO = 141
ARTICLE 20. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
19 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett
Zoning Ordinance as follows: changing Article XVIII Board of
Adjustment, Section D Special Exceptions l,b to provide for 20%
deviation from setback requirements in ALL districts? (Planning
Board favors) YES = 476 / NO = 104
ARTICLE 21. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
20 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett
Zoning Ordinance as follows: changing Article XVIII Board of
Adjustment, Section D Special Exceptions l,e to provide for private
schools in the TRDA and TRDB? (Planning Board favors) YES =
453 / NO = 96
ARTICLE 22. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
21 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett
Zoning Ordinance as follows: changing Article XVIII Board of
Adjustment, Section D Special Exceptions l,f to provide for state
regulated day care facilities in the TRDA and TRDB? (Planning
Board favors) YES = 479 / NO = 93
ARTICLE 23. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
22 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett
Zoning Ordinance as follows: adding to Article XVIII Board of
Adjustment, Section D Special Exceptions l,n to allow for guard-
houses with its accompanying definition added to Article XIX
Definitions? (Planning Board favors) YES = 418 / NO = 130
ARTICLE 24. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
23 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett
Zoning Ordinance as follows: adding to Article XVIII Board of
Adjustment, Section D Special Exceptions l,o to allow for owner
occupied/manager occupied kennels in all districts with its accom-
panying definition added to Article XIX Definitions? (Planning
Board favors) YES = 394 / NO = 206
ARTICLE 25. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
24 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Bartlett
Zoning Ordinance as follows: adding to Article XVIII Board of
Adjustment, Section D Special Exceptions l,p to allow for firewood
processing for sale businesses in all districts with its accom-
panying definition added to Article XIX Definitions? (Planning
Board favors) YES = 399 / NO = 212
Motion was made and seconded to accept Articles 41, 42 and 43 as a
group. Vote to group them together = PASSED. Moderator Paine
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then proceeded to read the articles as follows:
ARTICLE 41. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,499.00 for the support of the Gibson Center for Senior
Services. Agreeable to a petition signed by David Eldridge and
others. Selectmen favor.
ARTICLE 42. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,326.05 for the Visiting Nurse Services of Northern
Carroll County, Inc. Agreeable to a petition signed by Terrie T.
Kroger and others. Selectmen favor.
ARTICLE 43. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,350.00 for the Children and Youth Project of the Mt.
Washington Valley. Agreeable to a petition signed by Andrea
Mains and others. Selectmen favor.
There being no discussion, Moderator Paine asked for a vote on
Articles 41, 42 and 43. Vote = ALL PASSED.
ARTICLE 44. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $800.00 for support of the Community Action Outreach
Program. Also to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $200.00 for the support of the Big Brother Big Sister
Organization administered also by the Tri-County Community
Action Program. Agreeable to a petition signed by Jane Stouter-
mire and others. Selectmen favor $800 for CAOP/oppose $200 for
BBBSO. Motion was made and seconded to split the article into the
$800 portion and the $200 portion. Vote = AGREED. Motion was
made and seconded to accept the $800 portion as read. Terrie
Kroger spoke to the article. No discussion. Vote = PASSED. Motion
was made and seconded to accept the $200 portion as read. Terrie
Kroger spoke to the article. Some discussion on the program. Vote =
DEFEATED. ($800 total passed on this article)
ARTICLE 45. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 to help defray the expenses of the services and
programs as carried out by the Mt. Washington Valley Chapter of
the American Red Cross. Agreeable to a petition signed by Mary
Eliason and others. Selectmen oppose - not a proper use of town
funds for national organizations; people should have an individual
choice concerning donations to charitable organizations. Motion
was made and seconded to accept the article as read. Moderator
Paine recognized David Cruz, local director of Red Cross, to speak
to the article although he is not a Bartlett resident. Discussion
ensued on supporting a national organization. No further discus-
sion. Vote = DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 46. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $406.00 in support of Carroll County Against Domestic
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Violence and Rape's shelter for battered women and children.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Forrest Simmons and others.
Selectmen favor. Motion was made and seconded to accept the
article as read. Karen Libby spoke to the article. No discussion.
Vote = PASSED.
ARTICLE 47. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $994.00 to assist the Family Health Centre. Agreeable to
a petition signed by Viclti Varrichioneand others. Nealley favors/Chandler
and Patch oppose. Motion was made and seconded to accept the
article as read. Vicki Varrichione spoke to the article. Some
discussion ensued. Vote = (visual standing vote necessary, no count
taken) PASSED.
ARTICLE 48. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,145.00 for the Early Intervention Program of
Children Unlimited, Inc. (birth to 3 years) said sum being equal to
$0.50 per person in the Town of Bartlett. Agreeable to a petition
signed by Terrie T. Kroger and others. Nealley favors/Chandler
and Patch oppose. Motion was made and seconded to accept the
article as read. Terrie Kroger spoke to the article. Some discussion
ensued. Vote = PASSED.
ARTICLE 49. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,268.00 to assist the Carroll County Mental Health
Service. Agreeable to a petition signed by Vicki Varrichione and
others. Selectmen oppose - use of public funds should require salary
disclosure. Motion was made and seconded to accept the article as
read. Vicki Varrichione spoke to the article. Discussion ensued on
salary disclosure. Motion was made by Richard Plusch to postpone
giving them the money until salaries disclosed to Selectmen. There
being no second, Moderator Paine declared the motion failed.
Motion was made and seconded to move the question. Vote =
PASSED. Vote on the article = DEFEATED.
Motion was made and seconded to waive the reading of Articles 50
and 51 and accept them. Vote = PASSED.
ARTICLE 50. To see if the Town will vote to abandon a portion of
the road as deeded by Bartlett Recreational Development Corpora-
tion to the Town of Bartlett as recorded in Book 367 Page 336 and
dated March 18, 1963; beginning on the west line of Alpine Village,
Section A, Attitash Investment Trust and running westerly and
northerly terminating at the south side of Route 302 at the
northwesterly corner of the cemetery of the Roman Catholic
Church and authorize the Selectmen to deed said road to Attitash
Lift Corporation, the title holder of the source of this road.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Thomas Caughey and others.
Selectmen favor.
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ARTICLE 51. To see if the Town will vote to abandon the town road
known as the development road of Attitash Investment Trust,
Section B, as deeded by Robert E. Bowers, Trustee of Attitash
Investment Trust, to the Town of Bartlett recorded in" Book 411
Page 518 dated February 27, 1967 and authorize the Selectmen to
deed said road to Attitash Lift Corporation, the title holders of the
source of this road. Agreeable to a petition signed by Thomas
Caughey and others. Selectmen favor.
Moderator Paine recognized Tom Caughey to speak to the articles.
Chandler then spoke to the articles explaining the town's position.
Discussion ensued re: discontinuing, changing its classification,
compliance with current zoning regulations and what purpose they
want this for. No further discussion. Vote = (both articles) PASSED.
ARTICLE 52. To see if the Town will vote to revoke the Planning
Board's power to adopt site plan review regulations underNH RSA
674:43. Said power was granted to the Planning Board on November
4, 1986 in Article IV Section P of the Town of Bartlett Zoning
Ordinance. Agreeable to a petition signed by Robert L. Jones and
others. Chandler and Patch favor/Nealley opposes. Motion was
made and seconded to accept the article as read. Robert Jones spoke
to the article. Some discussion on the fact that the regulation has
been in place and the Planning Board had never used it. Standing
Vote required - Yes = 53 and No = 40 - PASSED (authority is
revoked).
ARTICLE 53. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000.00 for the support of the Bartlett Honor Roll.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Clarence H. George and others.
Selectmen favor. Motion was made and seconded to accept the
article as read. Clarence (Bert) George spoke to the article. Vote =
PASSED.
Motion was made and seconded to waive the reading and accept
Articles 54 and 55 together. Vote = PASSED.
ARTICLE 54. To see if the Town will vote to accept a deed to North
Ledge Road. This roadway is 66 feet in width and 1500 feet in
length. All construction and surfacing shall be completed to
current Town of Bartlett standards prior to final acceptance by the
Selectmen, Agreeable to a petition signed by Owen Jefferson and
others. Selectmen favor.
ARTICLE 55. To see if the Town will vote to accept a deed to Ellis
Wood Drive and an extension of Ellis Ridge Road. These roadways
are 66 feet in width and total 1800 feet in length. All construction
and surfacing shall be completed to current Town of Bartlett
standards prior to final acceptance by the Selectmen. Agreeable to
a petition signed by Owen Jefferson and others. Selectmen favor.
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Chandler spoke to the articles. No discussion. Vote = PASSED
(both Art. 54-55).
ARTICLE 56. To transact any other business which may legally
come before said meeting. Bert George asked for a clarification of
what the votes meant on the non-binding questions on the ballot.
Chandler explained that they were advisory only and that the
Planning Board had requested their inclusion.




Administrative Assistant to the Selectmen
Howard C. Nichols
Town Clerk
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